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Abstract
Traditional Chinese herbal medicine (TCHM) has long been used to treat epilepsy. Although many clinical trials and animal studies have seemingly demonstrated its effect, the question of whether TCHM is efficacious in epileptic
patients has not been certified because of insufficient supportive evidence.
This insufficient supportive evidence stems from the fact that most of the
current studies regarding TCHM for epilepsy treatment are not designed according to the different seizure types and epileptic syndromes (STESs). Here,
we explore the reasons why many studies have not considered the various
STESs and explain how to treat epilepsy according to the pharmacological
mechanism for different STESs and exploit the advantage of TCHM for epilepsy treatment. Then, we explain how we treat epilepsy using TCHM according to the different STESs and Bian Zheng Lun Zi.
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1. Introduction
Epilepsy is a wide-reaching and complex illness affecting more than 70 million
people worldwide and can take on a variety of forms, patterns, and severities [1].
Despite the development of new antiepileptic drugs, ~20% - 30% of people with
epilepsy remain refractory to treatment [2]. Furthermore, the adverse effects of
antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) have a prevalence of up to 81.3% [3]. Some adverse
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effects, such as suicide [4], cognitive dysfunction [5], Stevens-Johnson syndrome
[6], serious endocrine disorders [7], and depression [8], are very serious. Therefore, finding other safe and effective drugs is an important future direction. In
traditional Chinese medicine, traditional Chinese herbal medicines (TCHMs)
have been used for centuries to treat seizures in China. These complex mixtures
have been recognized as effective and safe medicaments for epilepsy treatment,
not only for ancient societies but also for contemporary patients, from the
mainland to overseas. However, there is insufficient supportive evidence to certify the effect of TCHM for epilepsy treatment, partly because the studies are not
based on epilepsy classifications. A review of TCHM for epilepsy treatment has
indicated that many TCHMs have only been examined in animal models for antiepileptic effects, without adequate evidence from controlled clinical trials,
partly because the authors did not treat epilepsy according to an accurate epilepsy classification [9]. In an intervention review regarding TCHM for epilepsy,
in all the eligible random controlled studies (see Table 1), three studies identified other seizure types except for GTCS. It is perplexing that, although normally
speaking, epileptic syndrome is diagnosed based on the seizure types (myoclonic
seizures, atonic seizures or absence are common seizure types of some epileptic
syndromes), none of the epileptic syndromes were mentioned in these studies,
even if we determined if the epilepsy was normally easy to be controlled by the
epilepsy classification. Furthermore, according to the definition of “xianzheng”
in Chinese Internal Medicine [10], myoclonic seizures, atonic seizures and absence seizures should be excluded from the “xianzheng” because the seizures are
not similar to the symptoms described in the textbook. The review reflected two
problems: First, none of the studies verified the effect of TCHM for epilepsy
treatment according to the epilepsy classification. Second, the definition of
“xianzheng” in Chinese Internal Medicine is limited because other seizure types
and epileptic syndromes (STESs) are not included. A similar situation is seen in
the subsequent, new review [11]. The current studies demonstrate that we
should attach importance to using TCHM for epilepsy treatment according to
the different STESs.
Table 1. Seizure types and epileptic syndrome of TCMH for epilepsy treatments in a review (Li Q, et al., 2009).
Studies

Seizure type

Epileptic
syndrome

Diagnose from Chinese medicine

Liu 1994a

primary GTCS

Not mentioned

“wind phlegm types” of “xian zheng” in TCM

Song 2001

GTCS, absence, simple partial seizure, complex partial seizure,
myoclonic seizures, atonic seizures

Not mentioned

“xian zheng” in TCM

Tian 2006

GTCS, absence, simple partial seizure, complex partial seizure

Not mentioned

“xian zheng” in TCM

Xiang 1998

primary GTCS

Not mentioned

“xian zheng” in TCM

Xin 1999

GTCS, STCS

Not mentioned

“xian zheng” in TCM

Note: GTCS = generalized tonic-clonic seizure; STCS = secondary generalized tonic-clonic seizure; TCHM = traditional Chinese herbal medicine; TCM =
traditional Chinese medicine.
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2. Epilepsy Treatment Should Be Based on the Different
Seizure Types and Epileptic Syndromes
Epilepsy classification is very complex; based on the clinical manifestation and
the EEG features, there are different epilepsy types and epileptic syndromes even
if the classification system is not perfect. Based on the etiology, epilepsy includes
idiopathic, symptomatic, cryptogenic epilepsy and epileptic syndrome. Selecting
AEDs according to the different STESs is a basic principle of epilepsy treatment.
Drugs for epilepsy treatment are based on different STESs because of the different pharmacological mechanisms. In the antiepileptic guidelines [12], drugs are
listed as a first-line choice, second-line choice and additive therapy for different
STESs according to evidence-based medicine. Drugs that exacerbate seizures
would be ruled out from the list. Taking absence seizures for example, according
to the antiepileptic guidelines, valproate and ethosuximide are the first-line
drugs, Lamotrigine is the second-line drug, and clonazepam, topiramate and levetiracetam are the additive drugs. Other sodium ion channel blockers, such as
carbamazepine, oxcarbazepine, and vigabatrin, are banned for use for absence
seizures. Treating epilepsy according to the different epilepsy classifications became our basic principle.

3. Limits of the Definition of “Xianzheng” in Chinese Internal
Medicine Influences the Cognition of the Epilepsy
Classifications
Epilepsy in traditional Chinese medicine has had a long history. A review has
reported that most seizure types were only confined to generalized tonic-clonic
seizures (GTCS) by Huang Di Nei Ching, other subsequent publications [13],
and in the description in the latest version textbook for undergraduate, Chinese
Internal Medicine; “xianzheng” was described as a “sudden loss of consciousness, upward staring eyes, drool foaming at the mouth, tonic convulsion, bawl
and squall” [10]. It is undeniable that GTCS was the most common and the most
easily observed seizure type. Therefore, another study also reported that no other
STESs were identified in Chinese Internal Medicine [14]. Indeed, other STESs
were also seemingly described. Some epileptic syndromes or GTCS were described in the literature when epilepsy was described as “dianzheng”, “kuangzheng” or “xianzheng” before the Ming dynasty [15], such as the description
in Qian Jin Yao Fang, written thus by Sun Simiao: The feng dian was manifested
by tonic convulsion, open mouth and eyes, frothing at the mouth or crying out,
or losing consciousness [16]. In the same book, the “xianzheng” was described as
follows: When the baby was in his mother’s uterus, a cold wind intruded into the
mother’s uterus, and hurt the baby’s Zang and Fu. When the baby was born, pathogenic factors remained in the baby’s abdomen. The pathogenic factors and
vital qi struggled together in the baby’s abdomen, and thus the baby stretched its
body, breathed hard and cried out [16]. This was seemingly an episode of Panayiotopoulos syndrome. After the Ming dynasty, “dianzheng” referred to psychosis
DOI: 10.4236/health.2017.98087
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without excitation, “kuangzheng” referred to psychosis with excitation, and
“xianzheng” referred to convulsions [17]. In addition to GTCS, other STESs have
been described in the publications, such as complex-partial seizures that originate
from temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) [17], Panayiotopoulos syndrome [18], absence seizures [19], status epilepticus [19], febrile seizures [20], and likely-benign
epilepsy with centro-temporal spikes [20] (see Table 2).
In addition to the most common GTCS, other STESs are not described in the
textbook Chinese Internal Medicine because of the atypical manifestation. As a
notebook published by a professional publishing house, the limits of “xianzheng” described in Chinese Internal Medicine influenced many physicians and
researchers who have an interest in Chinese medicine [14], which further influenced the clinical therapeutics and related study. Therefore, in the future, the
definition of “xianzheng” in the Chinese Internal Medicine textbook should be
modified according to the description in the ancient publications and the scientific epilepsy classification [14].

4. Limits to the Understanding of Epilepsy Knowledge
Influenced the Cognition of Epilepsy Classifications
There is another reason that studies are not based on the STES. Data from
Table 2. Description of the seizure type and epileptic syndrome in ancient Chinese publications.
Author

Book

Description

Probable seizure type and
epileptic syndrome

Sui [16]

Chao
Yuanfang

Zhu Bing
Yuan
Hou Lun

When the baby is in his mother’s uterus, a cold wind intrudes into the
mother’s uterus, and harms the baby’s Zang and Fu. When the baby is
born, pathogenic factors remain in the baby’s abdomen. The pathogenic
factors and vital qi struggle together in the baby’s abdomen, and thus the
baby stretches its body, breathes hard and cries out.

Panayiotopoulos
syndrome

Ming
[18]

Wanquan

You Ke
Fa Hui

The patients who are sick from Nei Diao originated from the cold,
intruding Gan, which further contributes to abdominal pain and crying
out. The two eyes look forward steadily, but there is no tonic convulsion.

Panayiotopoulos
syndrome

Ming
[17]

Wang
Kentang

Zheng
Zhi Zhun
Sheng

The patient suddenly sees a ghost-like subject, and smells an awful odor,
falling to the ground with both fists clenched. The limbs become cold,
and then the patient becomes unconscious.

complex-partial seizure
that originated from
temporal lobe
epilepsy(TLE)

Ming
[19]

Fangxian

Qi Xiao
Liang
Fang

Epilepsy caused by terror: one or two eyes are disabled. The patient
cannot see things clearly or cannot see anything, or there is writhing, or a
twisted mouth, or a shaking head.

Absence seizure

Qing
[19]

Shen
Jin’ao

Shen Shi
Zun
Sheng
Shu

During the epileptic attacks, the patient makes unusual noises, and froths
at the mouth. When the patient is about to awaken, the epileptic attacks
begin again, and the cycle occurs again and again and never stops...

status epilepticus

Sui [20]

Chao
Yuanfang

Zhu Bing
Yuan
Hou Lun

The high temperature persists, babies get acute infantile convulsion or
seizure when is serious

febrile seizure

Sui [20]

Chao
Yuanfang

Zhu Bing
Yuan
Hou Lun

Shaking head, playing with the tongue, or tonic convulsion when
sleeping, along with gritted teeth

benign epilepsy with
centro-temporal spikes

Dynasty
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Clinical Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Epilepsy, which was
written by the Chinese Association against Epilepsy, revealed that some general
practitioners are unfamiliar with epilepsy classification, diagnosis and treatment.
They might consider partial seizures to be generalized seizures, might not know
about the epileptic syndrome, might regard nonepileptic seizures as epileptic
seizures, or might prescribe many types of AEDs for patients in a blinded fashion
[12]. A study has investigated the epilepsy knowledge level of medical neurologists in China. The average epilepsy mark fails to pass the standard level even if
the doctors are the senior attendings or have received a post-graduate educational background at their hospital. The researchers also found that the score on
the item of epilepsy treatment is lower than the item of epilepsy diagnosis, although the doctors come from tertiary hospitals regarded as the best hospitals in
China [21]. Treating epilepsy according to the different STESs is the basis of epilepsy treatment. The study reflects the problem that the physicians’ treatment of
epilepsy was not based on the epilepsy classification because they were short on
knowledge regarding epilepsy diagnosis and treatment, although epilepsy was
considered the main disease in the neurology department at a hospital.
The study indirectly reflects our physicians’ level of epilepsy knowledge,
which further influenced the cognition of epilepsy classification, and it advised
that further education should be conducted to improve the doctors’ knowledge
level regarding epilepsy diagnosis and treatment. Furthermore, senior attendings
or epilepsy specialists should strengthen the guidance of epilepsy knowledge for
resident doctors [21]. In addition to these measures, many projects, such as
“Against epilepsy in the western region,” which was sponsored by the Chinese
Association against Epilepsy, are conducted to improve the primary doctors’
level of epilepsy diagnosis and treatment by gratuitous treatment and a series of
epilepsy lectures [12].

5. Treating Epilepsy According to the Different STESs to
Exploit the Advantages of TCHM for Epilepsy Treatment
Treating epilepsy according to the different STESs from clinical trials and animal
research is the first step through which we certify the effects of TCHM, and it is
the pathway of evidence-based medicine for TCHM for epilepsy. It is gratifying
that some clinical trials and animal studies are heading in this direction. Furthermore, we should redefine the specific target of TCHM for epilepsy under the
condition that many doctors and patients regard traditional Chinese medicine as
complementary and alternative medicines (CAMs) [22] [23]. The advantage of
TCHM for epilepsy treatment has not been verified partly because the studies
did not diagnose and treat according to the epilepsy classification [9]. In fact,
TCHM was not only a CAM for refractory epilepsy and epileptic syndrome [24]
but also an initial monotherapy choice for many easily controlled epilepsy and
epileptic syndrome (see Table 3). According to previous studies, our experience
and the current epilepsy classification, (1) in clinical trials, TCHM may be used
DOI: 10.4236/health.2017.98087
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Table 3. TCHM for different seizure types and epileptic syndrome.
Considerable initial monotherapy

Tentatively initial monotherapy

Additive treatment

Prophylactic
treatment

20% - 30% of the populations

30% - 40% of the populations

30% - 50% of the populations

2% - 15% of the
populations

benign epilepsy and epileptic
syndrome

idiopathic epilepsy and epileptic
syndrome, some partial epilepsy

cryptogenic) and all the epileptic encephalopathies

BNE, BECTS, Panayiotopoulos
syndrome, BMEI and others

CAE, JME, EGTSO, easy
controlled partial epilepsy

Symptomatic partial epilepsy, cryptogenic partial
epilepsy, epileptic encephalopathy

many partial epilepsies (symptomatic or

febrile seizures
febrile seizures

Note. TCHM = traditional Chinese herbal medicine; BNE = benign neonatal epilepsy; BECTS = benign epilepsy with centro-temporal spikes; BMEI = benign myoclonic epilepsy in infancy; CAE = childhood absence epilepsy; JME = juvenile myoclonic epilepsy; EGTSO = epilepsy with generalized tonic-seizures only.

as an initial monotherapy in newly diagnosed benign epilepsy and epileptic syndrome; patients with benign epilepsy make up 20% - 30% of the entire population of epileptic patients, and some benign epilepsies are idiopathic epilepsies
[25]. These benign epilepsies include benign neonatal epilepsy, benign epilepsy
with centro-temporal spikes (BECTS), benign childhood occipital epilepsy (Panayiotopoulos syndrome), benign myoclonic epilepsy in infancy, etc. Generally,
a large number of epileptic patients with benign epilepsy always have a natural
history or can be easily controlled with a small dose of AEDs [25]; consequently,
it is possible for traditional Chinese herbal medicine to be used as monotherapy
for epilepsy and epileptic syndrome. Regrettably, there is no related report about
TCHM for benign epilepsy and epileptic syndrome. Our team had found that
ilepcimide tablets, an extract from pepper that has been certified for tonic-clonic
seizures [26], and Chaihu shugan decoction, a self-made compound recipe of
Chinese herbal medicine that has been certified for temporal lobe epilepsy in rats
[27] [28], were effective antiepileptic drugs as initial monotherapy for BECTs;
the data will be published in the future, even if coming from small sample trials.
(2) Compared to benign epilepsy, we can also attempt to use TCHM as an initial
monotherapy for some idiopathic epilepsy and epileptic syndromes and for
some partial epilepsies because patients might be seizure free without AEDs or
because some patients with these epilepsy and epileptic syndromes can be easily
controlled with small doses of AEDs [25]. These epilepsy and epileptic syndromes
account for 30% - 40% of the epileptic patients and include childhood absence
epilepsy, juvenile myoclonic epilepsy, epilepsy with generalized tonic-seizures
only and some easily controlled partial epilepsies [12]. In fact, we should try to
use TCHM as initial monotherapy for these epilepsy and epileptic syndromes
first; if the seizures are uncontrolled by TCHM alone, TCHM would be replaced
by AEDs or used as an additive drug to reduce the dose of AEDs and adverse effects. Only one study has reported that Anshen Dingxian Tang is more effective
than valproic acid in treating childhood absence seizures even if the adverse
events and the epileptic syndrome are not mentioned [29]. As we know, typical
absence seizure is the seizure type of childhood absence epilepsy and juvenile
DOI: 10.4236/health.2017.98087
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absence epilepsy, but in the study, no epileptic syndrome was mentioned. There
are many studies about TCHM alone for partial epilepsy, but few studies have
mentioned the epilepsy types [11]. It is established that partial epilepsy can be
divided into familial partial epilepsy, symptomatic epilepsy or cryptogenic epilepsy; moreover, some familiar partial epilepsies are benign. The prognoses of
other partial epilepsies are different, but no accurate partial epilepsy classifications are mentioned. (3) Many partial epilepsies (symptomatic or cryptogenic)
and all the epileptic encephalopathies, such as symptomatic West syndrome,
symptomatic Lennox-Gastaut syndrome and other refractory epilepsies, are difficult to be controlled by AEDs even if the combination of many AEDs are used
[30] [31]. Currently, TCHM is used as an additive treatment for these refractory
epilepsies to increase the therapeutic effects or reduce the adverse effects. A
study reported that Dianxianning, an oral Chinese Traditional Patent Medicine,
is more effective than using chemical medicine alone to control refractory epilepsy, but the epilepsy classification was not mentioned [32]. Another study of
Chaibei Zhixian Decoction for refractory epilepsy with complex partial seizures
also demonstrated it was an effective and safe drug to reduce seizure frequency
when compared to AEDs alone [33]. Other studies reported that asiatic acid
[34], a triterpenoid derived from Centella asiatica, and rutin [35], a bioflavonoid
derived from many TCHMs, were used to alleviate the cognitive impairments
caused by AEDs in animals. The review regarding TCHM as an additive treatment for epilepsy demonstrated a similar problem in that many of the studies
did not identify the epilepsy classification or have a credible study design [11].
Thus, it is early to completely accept using TCHM as a monotherapy for patients
with refractory epilepsy. It is a relief to see that some specialists have begun to
certify the effect of additive TCHM for epilepsy treatment according to evidence-based medicine study designs, such as “Chaibei Zhixian Decoction for
Complex Partial Seizure of intractable Epilepsy: a Randomized, Double-blind,
Placebo-controlled trial (ChiCTR-IPR-16008775, will be completed in 2020)”. (4)
Furthermore, febrile seizures are the most common childhood seizure and have
shown a five-fold increased risk of developing unprovoked seizures compared
with children with no febrile seizures [36]. Although the risk factors for developing epilepsy are not linked to the recurrence of febrile seizures, the studies
show that children with recurrent or prolonged febrile seizures may be at increased risk for recognition memory impairment. Furthermore, febrile seizures
are usually a very frightening experience for parents. Given the usually benign
nature of febrile seizures and the high risk of adverse effects with medications,
there currently is no role for prophylactic antiepileptic drugs in preventing recurrent febrile seizures [37]. Preventing and curing the disease is the main method and means of traditional Chinese medicine. “Prevention before disease onset and preventing disease from exacerbating” is the basic principle. A pilot,
random, controlled study demonstrated that Lingyang-ganmao-koufu-ye is an
effective and safe drug for preventing febrile seizures compared to diazepam.
DOI: 10.4236/health.2017.98087
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“Adjustment of constitution” was the systematic theory of the constitution of
Chinese medicine [38]. In addition to preventing seizures during fevers, it is necessary to adjust the constitution to avoid getting fevers. One study has reported
that TCMH may improve immunity through a constitution adjustment to avoid
infection [39].

6. Selecting the Right TCHM for Different STESs According to
the Pharmacological Mechanism
Selecting AEDs according to the pharmacological mechanism for different STESs
is a basic principle of epilepsy treatment. Taking some TCMHs for example, the
antiepileptic effect of some TCMHs or the ingredients of TCMH are similar to
those of sodium channels blockers, such as saikosaponin, the primary active
constituent derived from B. chinenses (the principal ingredient of the Chaihu
shugan decoction), which had been reported to inhibit the N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptor current and INaP [40]. Ilepcimide tablets, an extract from
pepper, have been reported to inhabit the sodium current also [41]. Based on the
epilepsy classification and treatment, sodium channels blockers may exacerbate
absence seizures and myoclonic seizures; thus, we should avoid using these
TCMHs to treat epileptic syndromes that include absence seizures or myoclonic
seizures. Regrettably, there are no related studies. Furthermore, as sodium
channels blockers were the first-line drugs for partial epilepsy, we could use saikosaponin and Ilepcimide tablets as initial monotherapy for idiopathic partial
epilepsy or easily controlled partial epilepsy. A retrospective study of Ilepcimide
tablets as monotherapy for childhood partial seizures demonstrated that the seizure-free proportion, the effective rates (seizure frequency reduced by at least
50%) of the 6-month treatment period in the 2 - 5 year group are 48.15% and
77.78% and in the 5 - 15 year group is 51.28% and 79.49%. The proportion of
adverse effects in the 2 - 5 year group is 4.55% and in the 5 - 15 year group is
10.61%; no serious adverse effects occurred [42]. Unfortunately, no epilepsy
syndrome was mentioned, even if there is a difference between the effective rate
of benign partial epilepsy and symptomatic epilepsy. Baicalin, the primary active
ingredient of Huangqin, has been reported to have a similar antiepileptic effect
to that of benzodiazepines by acting on the γ-aminobutyric acid type A
(GABAA) receptor [43] [44]. Thus, we can attempt to use baicalin instead of
benzodiazepines if the patient cannot tolerate the benzodiazepine side effects. Of
course, the antiepileptic effects of a single drug are complex, and there are many
pharmacological mechanisms even if it is a single drug. There are more active
ingredients in a single TCMH, and the complexity of a single TCMH is more
than that of a single western drug. Furthermore, combination therapy is a fundamental principle of Chinese medicine. Normally speaking, Chinese herbal
medicine prescription is thought to conform to the ancient principle known as
jun chen zuo shi. Jun establishes a major ingredient, and other mixtures help the
major ingredient to maximize the therapeutic efficacy and ameliorate the potential
DOI: 10.4236/health.2017.98087
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adverse effects. The pharmacological mechanism of many mixed TCMH is the
most complex one. However, selecting the right TCMH according to different
pharmacological mechanisms for different STESs is the principle that we should
follow.

7. Combinating Bian Zheng Lun Zi for Epilepsy Treatment
Bian Zheng Lun Zi is a principal of traditional Chinese medicine, which suggests
that the doctor treat epilepsy using different Chinese herbal medicines according
to the different syndromes (“syndrome” is a professional term in traditional
Chinese medicine; it is a recap of pathogenesis and etiology in a special phase
and differs from epileptic syndrome) even if the STESs are identical [15]. Seemingly, there is a difference between Bian Zheng Lun Zi and treating epilepsy
based on STESs although the two all attach importance to individualized treatment. Bian Zheng Lun Zi advises the doctor to collect the signs of a patient by
Wang Wen Wen Qie; one’s sign reflects his inner characteristic of the “syndrome”. Different STESs also reflect the different features of epilepsy. When the
clinical treatment is complete, all can be based on each other when treating patients, and we can use the different prescription when we treat the same STES,
we could also use the similar prescription when we treat the different STES.

8. Conclusion
Treating epilepsy has not been based on the accurate epilepsy classification, and
this is the primary reason that current evidence on the effect of TCMH for epilepsy treatment is insufficient. The limits of the textbook Chinese Internal Medicine should be modified, and the level of epilepsy knowledge of physicians and
researchers should be improved in favor of their conducting clinical trials and
studies according to the different pharmacological mechanisms and Bian Zheng
Lun Zi for different STESs.
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